NYDN: CENSUS NOW
MAPPING YOUR BACK
HALLWAYS
A
bunch
of
leader
s in
NYC’s
Muslim
commun
ity
have
declin
ed
Mayor Mike Bloomberg’s invitation to an
interfaith breakfast because of the racial
profiling done by the NYPD’s intelligence
division.
The move is interesting for the press it has
generated–which in turn, has also (presumably,
as designed) focused new attention on the racial
profiling itself
It’s interesting, too, for the obnoxious
editorial written in response from the NYDN.
Along with lecturing these Muslim leaders about
what invitations they should accept, the NYDN
claims that the NYPD had done no more than map
out census data.
The plain and salutary fact is that the
NYPD’s counterterrorism unit has done no
more than use census data to develop a
portrait of Muslim New York and then
follow leads, some sent the city’s way
from abroad via the CIA, when they
demanded investigation.
Many a plot has been disrupted by this
type of perfectly proper nonintrusive
vigiliance.

I find the claim that this all came from census
data alarming, given that the NYPD has actually
cased out a bunch of Middle Eastern restaurants
in the city, including details such as what back
passages the restaurants have, as in these
details about the Eastern Nights Cafe.
The restaurant consists of two stores
next to each other, connected to each
other from the back of the store. The
restaurant also has a back yard. The
restaurant has access to the basement;
the access door is located on the far
right of the store.

Note, too, that while NYDN might be speaking
generally about the “many a plot” that has been
disrupted by mapping the back hallways of NY
restaurants, this surveillance has not only
disrupted primarily aspirational plots, but it
damaged the FBI investigation into the real plot
Najibullah Zazi had planned, because one of the
NYPD’s own informants tipped the Zazis off to
the investigation.
And the invitation declination is interesting,
finally, for the way the Muslim leaders framed
this issue–as part of a larger choice on the
part of the NYPD to neglect law enforcement
while it engages in civil rights abuses not just
of Muslims, but of people of color and Occupy
Wall Street protestors.
Mayor Bloomberg, the extent of these
civil rights violations is astonishing,
yet instead of calling for
accountability and the rule of law, you
have thus far defended the NYPD’s
misconduct. We, on the other hand,
believe that such measures threaten the
rights of all Americans, and deepen
mistrust between our communities and law
enforcement. We are not alone in our
belief. Many New Yorkers continue to
express a variety of concerns centered
on a lack of law enforcement
accountability in our city, from stop

and frisk procedures in African American
and Spanish-speaking communities, to the
tactics used in the evacuation of
Zuccotti Park.

That’s really what the NYPD surveillance is
about: prioritizing the profiling of an entire
community (even while periodically and
repeatedly stopping and frisking totally
innocent people of color), rather than
investigating and solving actual crimes.

